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ABSTRACT

1.

OpenID is an open and promising Web single sign-on (SSO)
solution. This work investigates the challenges and concerns
web users face when using OpenID for authentication, and
identifies what changes in the login flow could improve the
users’ experience and adoption incentives. We found our
participants had several behaviors, concerns, and misconceptions that hinder the OpenID adoption process: (1) their existing password management strategies reduce the perceived
usefulness of SSO; (2) many (26%) expressed concerns with
single-point-of-failure related issues; (3) most (71%) held the
incorrect belief that the OpenID credentials are being given
to the content providers; (4) half exhibited an inability to
distinguish a fake Google login form, even when prompted;
(5) many (40%) were hesitant to consent to the release of
their personal profile information; and (6) many (36%) expressed concern with the use of SSO on websites that contain
valuable personal information or, conversely, are not trustworthy. We also found that with an improved affordance
and privacy control, more than 60% of study participants
would use Web SSO solutions on the websites they trust.

Today’s Web is site-centric; a typical web user has about
twenty-five accounts that require passwords, and enters approximately eight passwords per day [13]. Web users face
the burden of managing this increasing number of accounts
and passwords, which leads to “password fatigue” [42]. Aside
from the burden on human memory, password fatigue may
cause users to devise password management strategies that
degrade the security of their protected information [15, 13].
In addition, the site-centric Web makes online profile management and personal content sharing difficult, as each user
account is created and managed in a separate administrative
domain [36].
Web single sign-on (SSO) systems are meant to address
the root causes of the site-centric Web. A Web SSO system
separates the role of identity provider (IdP) from that of relying party (RP). An IdP collects user identity information
and authenticates users, while an RP relies on the authenticated identity to make authorization decisions. OpenID [32]
is an open and promising user-centric Web SSO solution.
According to the OpenID Foundation, there are currently
more than one billion OpenID-enabled user accounts provided by major service providers (e.g., Google, Yahoo and
AOL). In addition, the US Government has collaborated
with the OpenID Foundation in support of the Open Government Initiative’s (http://www.whitehouse.gov/open) pilot adoption of OpenID technology.
One key scalability feature of OpenID is that it does not
require any pre-established trust relationships between IdPs
and RPs, and users are free to choose or setup their own
OpenID providers. In OpenID, a user’s identity is a URL;
and the OpenID authentication process asserts to an RP
that the user controls the content at that URL. Figure 1a
illustrates the following steps, which demonstrate how the
OpenID protocol works:
1. A user selects an IdP (e.g., https://yahoo.com/) or enters
her OpenID URL (e.g., http://ece.ubc.ca/alice) via a login
form presented by an RP (see Figure 1b and c for examples).
2. The RP discovers the IdP’s endpoint and redirects the
user to the IdP for authentication.
3. The user authenticates with the IdP by entering her user
name and password, and then consents to the release of her
profile information(Figure 1d).
4. The IdP verifies the credential and redirects the user
back to the RP with the user’s OpenID identifier and profile
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INTRODUCTION

Figure 1: (a) OpenID login flow , (b)–(c) examples of RP login form, (d) example of profile sharing consent
form.
attributes, both signed by the IdP.
Many OpenID researchers [14, 33, 8] have recommended
best practices and design guidelines for implementing usable
login user interface on RP websites. However, as RPs have
diverse needs for authentication and user management, RP
websites do not provide consistent interfaces and interaction flow to users. When accessing N RPs using one IdP,
the user must visit N+1 possible different login forms (one
for each RP website and one at the IdP), choose an IdP to
login N times via N possible ways, consent to the release of
personal profile information on the IdP N times, and log out
N+1 times through N+1 different interfaces. These complex
and inconsistent user experiences may impose a cognitive
burden on web users. Many RPs combine the sign-up or
account linking processes (i.e., link an existing account on
the RP to the asserted OpenID identifier so that the existing user can login using the IdP account) during the initial
log in, which may confuse and frustrate users even further.
There is a lack of visibility and feedback with OpenID when
users employ multiple identities in a single browser session,
which can make it difficult for them to determine why an
access failed, and whom to contact if a problem is encountered. Moreover, sharing personally identifiable information
can result in significant privacy concerns [7, 3]. Users may be
concerned about spam or misuse of their profile information
when signing onto RP websites using their IdP account. Finally, OpenID is vulnerable to phishing attacks [22, 8, 25]. A
malicious RP could redirect users to a bogus IdP login form
to steal the victim’s login credential (step 2 in Figure 1a),
and it has to rely on a user’s cognitive capability to detect
the fake IdP login form.
Our research goal was to understand and improve the lo-

gin flow deficiencies of OpenID. To this end, an exploratory
study with nine participants was conducted to better understand the problems and concerns web users face when using
OpenID for authentication. Based on our findings, we developed a list of requirements and designed an identity enabled
browser (IDeB) intended to identify what changes in the login flow could improve the OpenID user experience, while
reducing the chances of IdP phishing attacks. The prototype was refined through several iterations of cognitive walkthroughs and pilot studies. We then conducted a formative
within-subjects evaluation of the IDeB prototype with 7 participants to confirm the findings from the exploratory study
and to further improve the prototype and study design. Finally, we conducted a comparative within-subjects study
with 35 participants to compare the usability of our identity enabled browser with OpenID, and to confirm that the
issues identified with OpenID have been resolved in our solution. This study was approved as a minimal risk study by
the UBC’s Behavioral Research Ethics Board (BREB). The
exploratory and comparative study documents are listed in
Appendix A and B respectively.
Our results suggest that web users value the concept of
single sign-on, but require a usable, secure, and privacypreserving experience. Most participants favored our design
over traditional OpenID on the basis of ease of use, security
protection, and privacy control. On a 5 point rating scale,
participants rated our design as highly easy to use with a
higher level of privacy control than OpenID; but we did not
find a significant difference in their perception of security
protection. When we asked participants to state which approach they would use for future logins (i.e., OpenID, IDeB,
traditional login, or depends on which website they are log-
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ging into), one-third of participants chose traditional login,
another one-third preferred IDeB, and the rest of participants selected “depends on which website”. We found the
following concerns and misconceptions hindered the participants’ intention to adopt SSO:

(TAM) in the context of Web SSO. With further validations,
the model could be used to explain and predict user acceptance of a Web SSO solution from measures taken after a
brief period of interaction with the system.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The next
section discusses research questions and our methodology,
and Section 3 describes the design and findings of the exploratory study. The design of the identity enabled browser
is described in Section 4, and the comparative study and its
results are presented in Section 5 and 6 respectively. We
discuss the implications of the results in Section 7, present
related work in Section 8, and summarize the paper and
outline future work in Section 9.

• No perceived urgent need for Web SSO: Most users
are “comfortable” with weak or reused passwords, and
23% of participants in our study used the password
manager feature in the browser to turn their browser
into a limited version of an identity manager.
• Single-point of failure: Single point of failure is an inherent property of Web SSO, 26% of participants identified this issue and expressed concern about it.

2.

• Security misconceptions: Many participants revealed
incorrect mental models during the study; the majority
thought they were giving their user name and password
to the RP websites directly (OpenID 71%, IDeB 43%).
Some participants were under the impression that their
user name and password was being stored on the local
computer (OpenID 20%, IDeB 17%).

RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND APPROACH

In this study, we aimed to answer the following questions
with regard to the workflow efficacy of OpenID:
• What are web users’ perceptions, challenges, concerns,
and perceived benefits when using OpenID during the
sign up, sign on, and log out processes?
• How do the OpenID login user interface and workflow
impact users’ mental models?
• What factors influence users’ adoption intentions?
• What changes in the login process could improve users’
experience and adoption incentives?

• Phishing concerns: All participants expressed great
concerns about IdP phishing attacks once informed
of this issue; half the participants (51%), even when
prompted, could not find any distinguishing features
on a bogus Google login form.
• Privacy concerns: 40% of participants were hesitant to
consent to the release of personal profile information
when prompted by the RP; 26% requested and were
provided with an anonymous OpenID account for the
study.

To better understand the problems and concerns web users
face when using OpenID for authentication, we first conducted an in-lab exploratory study. Based on its findings,
we prioritized a list of requirements and brainstormed potential solutions that could address the issues and concerns
that were found. To meet the identified requirements, we
decided to design a phishing-resistant, privacy-preserving
browser add-on to provide a consistent and intuitive single sign-on user experience for the average web users who
has at least one web email account. Our design decisions
are further discussed in Section 4. The design process was
both incremental and evolutionary, as the prototype was
both refined and redesigned throughout, and user feedback
was iteratively integrated into the design.
Once a working version of the prototype was complete,
we conducted a formative within-subjects study to confirm
the findings from the exploratory study, and to compare the
usability of the initial IDeB prototype with OpenID. We
used the results from the formative study to determine if
the issues identified with OpenID had been resolved in the
new interface (without introducing new major concerns or
usability issues), and to improve the prototype and study
design.
In the final phase, we modified the prototype to address
the noted deficiencies. We then conducted a comparative
within-subjects study with 35 participants to compare the
usability of IDeB with OpenID, and to determine if there are
any outstanding issues hindering the adoption of the new
prototype. This study design was chosen over a betweensubjects design due to expectations that individual differences would be substantial. Additionally, the comparative
comments of subjects who experienced both conditions were
essential to our evaluation. There was particular emphasis
on examining the mental models formed for each system,
and how they differ. A semi-structured interview was used
to obtain additional feedback from the users.

• Trust concerns with RPs: 36% of participants stated
that they would not use SSO on websites that contain valuable personal information or involve potential
monetary loss (e.g., banking, stock websites). In addition, many participants stated they would not use a
Web SSO system on websites that they do not believe
to be trustworthy, or with which they are not familiar.
• Account linking misconceptions: Most participants did
not understand the purpose and concept of account
linking; they became confused and frustrated when
they were prompted to create or associate an account
on the RP website.
Our main contribution is in an empirical investigation of
the challenges and concerns users face when using Web SSO
systems for authentication, and what changes in the login
process could improve the user’s experience and adoption
incentives. Our results indicate that with an improved affordance and privacy control, more than 60% of study participants would use Web SSO solutions on the websites they
trust. From our findings, we suggest several recommendations for the future development of Web SSO solutions:
(1) browser vendors should build identity support into the
browser to provide web users with a consistent, intuitive,
and trustworthy user experience, (2) RPs should promote
Web SSO with a clear affordance on their login forms and
request user attributes only when there is value for the user
to provide them, and (3) future research should investigate
how to better convey working mental models via the interaction with a Web SSO interface. In addition, our results suggest an extension to the Technology Acceptance Model [6]
3

Property
Popup window
Size of IdP icons
# of IdPs supported
Additional sign-up
Account linking
Well-known

Fox News
Yes
Medium
6
No
No
Yes

ITrackMine
Yes
Large
12
Yes
Yes
No

Skitch
No
Small
12
Yes
No
No

asked participants to check their email using the IdP account
in the study (e.g., Gmail for Google IdP). Finally, participants were directed to an OpenID phishing demo website
(http://idtheft.fun.de) and told to select Google or Yahoo
as the IdP for login. Before they entered their user name and
password, we stopped participants and asked them whether
they could identify any clues to indicate that this was not
the real Google or Yahoo sign in page.
After the tasks, participants completed a questionnaire
detailing their experiences with various aspects of the tasks.
We then conducted a contextual interview with participants
in order to understand the problems encountered, as well
as their potential concerns, perceived benefits, and desired
features in the OpenID system.

Table 1: Properties of RPs.

3.

EXPLORATORY STUDY

In the initial stage, our goal was to understand web users’
perceptions, challenges, concerns, and perceived benefits when
using OpenID on RP websites. To find a representative sample of RP websites, we went through the OpenID site directory on MyOpenID.com and categorized RPs into several
groups based on their login form styles. RPs that use a simple OpenID textbox were excluded as this approach has already been found unusable for most web users [14, 33]. From
the three most popular groups, we chose one RP website
from each group based on the properties listed in Table 1.
In the order presented in the study, we chose (1) Fox News,
a premier news website from http://www.foxnews.com (Figure 1b), (2) ItrackMine, an online collection manager from
http://www.itrackmine.com, and (3) Skitch, an online photo
sharing website at http://www.skitch.com (Figure 1c). Of
these three chosen websites, we expected that the majority of our participants would be able to sign onto the Fox
News website without any errors or concerns as this website
is well-known, uses a popup window, and does not require
additional sign up or account linking process. Three clicks
and entering the user name and password on the IdP login
form are all it needs to sign onto the Fox News website.
During the RP selection process, we also found that many
RPs integrate proprietary Web SSO systems (e.g., Microsoft
Live ID, Facebook Connect) into a single login form to reach
a broader user base. As the login flow of those proprietary
solutions is the same as OpenID, we chose two such RPs
(i.e., Fox News and ITrackmine) intending to make our results generalizable to other Web SSO solutions. In addition,
RPs designed for a specific community of users, and those
that had the potential to make participants feel uncomfortable or embarrassed (e.g., dating or political websites) were
excluded.

3.1

3.2

Findings

We found the current OpenID login UI to be inconsistent
and counter-intuitive, and that participants formed an incorrect mental model of the OpenID workflow. The main
problems and concerns identified in the study are as follows:
• Incorrect initial mental model: Most participants
(8) entered their Google or Yahoo email and password
into the traditional login form directly. They stated
that they believed the website must be integrated with
the identity providers (IdPs) in some way so that they
can use their Google or Yahoo email and password
directly on the login form to sign in.
• Wrong mental model derived from the login
process: Many participants (5) thought that after the
login and consent processes, the website knew their
Google or Yahoo user name and password. Two entered their Google or Yahoo email and password directly into the login form again when logging back in.
• Misleading affordance: Most participants (8) did
not know that they needed to click on one of the IdP
icons to initiate the login process; three participants
thought the IdP icons were advertisements, and two
thought the website had teamed up with the IdPs for
content sharing.
• Phishing concerns: Most participants (7) correctly
identified the fake Google or Yahoo website as a fake.
However, they expressed concern that in future logins,
they might not pay attention to the URL bar.
• Privacy concerns: Most participants (8) were concerned about spam or misuse when consenting to profile sharing from their IdP account.
• IdP account linking is confusing: The ITrackMine website in the study requires users to sign up
to a new account or link an existing account to the
asserted OpenID identifier. None of our participants
understood the purpose of account linking with their
OpenID account. Most participants (7) believed that
as soon as they were redirected back from the IdP, they
had already logged in to the RP (not true in the case
of ITrackMine website).
• Implicit IdP login concern: Logging into an RP
website with an IdP account actually signs the user
into both the IdP and the RP. All participants (9) were
surprised that they could view their email without an
explicit login. They were very concerned that they
had to explicitly log out from the IdP in addition to

Study protocol

We recruited nine participants (six male and three female)
from the University of British Columbia (UBC) and the
Greater Vancouver area and conducted a one-hour lab study.
Four participants were 19-24 years old, and five were 25-34.
Most participants were fluent in English (eight) and had a
college or graduate degree (eight), with a diverse range of
majors. All had more than four web accounts, and two participants used a password manager. Five participants had
prior SSO experience using the UBC campus-wide login.
After completing a background questionnaire, participants
were asked to sign up for, and sign in to, three OpenIDsupported websites using one of their existing email accounts
from another service provider (i.e., Google, Yahoo, or Hotmail). Then the participants were asked to log out of all
websites as if the tasks had been performed on a public computer from which they were about to walk away. We then
4

the RP websites. Participants sometimes used a public computer or shared a computer with their family
members, and wanted to prevent others sharing the
computer from accessing services provided by the IdP.

3.3

OpenID and other HTTP redirection-based protocols (e.g.,
Microsoft Live ID [30], Google AuthSub [16], Facebook Connect [12], Yahoo BBAuth [46]) may habituate users to being
redirected to identity provider websites for authentication.
If users do not verify the authenticity of these websites before entering their credentials (and they usually do not [34,
10]), phishing attacks are possible. Research on methods
of authenticating websites to users include security indicators [5, 19], secure bookmarks for known websites [9, 45, 47],
and automated detection and blacklisting of known phishing
sites [11]. However, studies suggest that security indicators
are ineffective at preventing phishing attacks [10, 34]; and
blacklisting of phishing sites has the issue of a high rate of
false-positives and false-negatives [48]. Even with improved
security indicators, users may ignore them [44, 34, 38].
Based on the results of user studies that evaluate the effectiveness of anti-phishing techniques [44, 10, 48, 34, 38], a
Web SSO solution should avoid relying on users’ cognitive
capabilities to detect phishing sites. By building OpenID
support into web browser, the browser can perform mutual
authentication with IdPs directly without relying on HTTP
redirections, which could potentially prevent malicious or
compromised websites from phishing users’ login credentials.

Prioritized list of requirements

Based on the above findings and previous research, we
prioritized a list of requirements to inform the design of the
solution. To be usable, (1) the RP login form must provide
a clear affordance indicating to the users that they can sign
in using their existing IdP account. (2) The solution must
leverage the login experiences that an average web user already has. (3) It must avoid relying on users’ cognitive capabilities to detect phishing sites [44, 10, 48, 34, 38]. (4) The
solution must provide a single logout mechanism that automatically ends all authentication sessions when the users
log out. (5) It must provide web users with fine-grained privacy control and a central location to manage their privacy
settings.
Optionally, (6) the solution should allow users to choose
from different identities for websites that vary in their level
of trustworthiness. (7) Asking users to provide large amounts
of sign up information during first-time sign on annoys them;
if the solution could provide gradual engagement features
that acquire additional user attributes only when there is
value for the user to provide them, it could reduce the form
abandonment rate.

4.

4.2

THE IDENTITY ENABLED BROWSER

To meet the above requirements, we developed an alternative approach by building identity support directly into
the browser, unifying and simplifying the interface across
websites. In this section, we discuss the rationale behind
our design decisions and present the design details of this
identity enabled browser (IDeB). The IDeB was used as a
study tool to identify what changes in the OpenID login process could improve the users’ experience and increase their
adoption incentives.

4.1

Design details

Figure 2 shows the main screens of the identity-enabled
browser. When a user begins to sign onto an RP website
(for the first time in the same browser session), our identityenabled browser prompts the user to login using one of their
IdP accounts (Figure 2a and b). To prevent malicious websites from phishing users’ emails and passwords with spoofing prompts, the IDeB freezes and dims out the whole desktop (block-out desktop) and shrinks the browser window before presenting any prompts to the user (similar to the Windows User Account Control (UAC) prompt). Shrinking the
browser before login prompts prevents malicious websites
from showing a similar dialog to the one prompted by the
IDeB (unless the user’s computer is compromised), because
websites can only alter the UI inside the chrome area of a
browser. This could also redirect the user’s attention to the
IdP login form, and convey a more accurate mental model
(i.e., they are giving their credentials only to the IdP). We
reused the existing IdP login forms to make IDeB look more
trustworthy through positive transfer effects.
If the user uses an IdP account that has never been used
to sign into the RP before, a dialog that solicits the user’s
profile information will be presented (Figure 2c). The profile sharing form is pre-filled with the user’s profile from the
IdP, and the user can edit the profile attributes requested by
the RP (i.e., fine-grained privacy control). Once logged in,
the user’s current login information is shown on an identity
indicator located on the left corner of the status bar (Figure 2f). The user can manage her IdP profile and sharing
information from the context menu on the IdP indicator.
Using the profile sharing setting form (Figure 2g), the user
can view the last login time (or whether currently logged in)
for each RP website, edit the shared profile attributes, and
revoke RP’s access to the IdP account.
For the subsequent RP login attempts in the same browser
session, our identity-enabled browser prompts the user to
select an authenticated IdP account to sign on to the RP
(Figure 2d and e). In the IdP account selector (Figure 2e),
if the IdP account has been used to sign into the RP web-

Why build identity support into the browser

Fundamentally, Web SSO systems shift the functions of
identity collection and authentication from RPs to IdPs.
However, the incentive for RPs to rely on the identity assertion services provided by IdPs is insufficient [35]. The
adoption of current Web SSO solutions is facing the classic
chicken-and-egg problem: websites do not want to change
their authentication procedures until a critical mass of users
have adopted Web SSO, and users have little incentive to
employ the technology unless many of their websites are supported as RPs. To resolve this problem, future Web SSO
development requires additional forces from other sources
beyond the actors in the Web SSO triangle (i.e., users, RPs,
and IdPs). As the browser is the central piece that communicates with all actors in the identity ecosystem, it can
potentially provide driving forces for RPs to adopt SSO if
it is directly augmented with identity support. An identityenabled browser could provide users with a consistent and
intuitive user experience, and create awareness for users that
they already own SSO “keys” hosted on major IdPs. By embedding the SSO experience into their daily web-surfing activities, the browser could potentially drive users towards
the necessary critical mass to overcome the resistance of
CSPs to become RPs.
5

Figure 2: Main screens of the identity-enabled browser (IDeB): (a) first-time login prompt, (b) IdP login form,
(c) profile sharing form, (d) subsequent login prompt, (e) IdP account selector, (f ) IdP identity indicator,
(g) profile and sharing settings.
site, the last login time to the RP website is shown on the
button (i.e., santsaisun@gmail.com in Figure 2e). This can
serve as a cue for the user to remember which IdP account is
used for this RP website. If the user selects an IdP account
that has never been used to sign into the RP (i.e., santsaisun@yahoo.com in Figure 2e), the profile sharing consent
form (Figure 2c) will be presented. The user can also click
on “Login using a different account” button to use a different
IdP account for the RP.
When users sign on with multiple IdPs in one browser session, they traditionally have to remember which identities
were used for accessing which RPs, and what profile information is shared with different websites. To address this
problem, the IdP indicators change appearance based on
the “signed-up” and “signed-on” status with the website on
the current tab of the browser (Figure 2f). Users may also
log out all websites that used the selected IdP account for
login, or view and modify their profile sharing information
with a simple click on the IdP indicator.

4.3

sions and preferences. Thus, we decided to employ a Wizard
of Oz approach to make it appear to participants that the
websites used in the studies have adopted our new approach.
To integrate with IdPs in the study (i.e., Google, Yahoo,
Hotmail), the login form of our identity-enabled browser
(IDeB) (Figure 2b) passes the user’s email and password
to a proxy that we developed. The proxy signs into the IdP
using the user’s email and password, collects cookies issued
by the IdP website after a successful login, and passes the
collected cookies back to the IDeB. With the collected cookies, the IDeB can then retrieve the user’s profile information
and provide access to their email box on the IdP. To integrate with RPs in the study (i.e., Fox News, ITrackMine),
the cookie issued by the RP website was saved after signing
in using a test account. The IDeB then uses the saved RP
cookies to log into RP websites and replace the user information displayed on the RP website page (by modifying the
HTML Document Object Model (DOM)) with the profile information retrieved from the current logged-in IdP account.
The IDeB also modifies the event handlers of the login and
logout links on the RP website page (via dynamic DOM
modifications) to prompt the IdP login form (Figure 2a) or
the identity selector (Figure 2d) when the user clicks on the
login link, and to alter the “look and feel” and menu options
of the IdP indicator (Figure 2f) when the logout link on the
RP website is clicked.

Wizard of Oz approach

In order to build OpenID support directly into the browser,
we could have adopted the OpenID protocol extensions proposed by Sun et al. [37] to perform authentication with IdPs
directly in the browser, and convey the authenticated identity to RPs. However, as the websites in our study had
not yet adopted the protocol extensions, doing so would
have forced us to use different IdPs and RPs for subsequent
studies. As our main evaluation goal was a direct comparison with OpenID, performing the tasks on different websites
could have substantially impacted the participants’ impres-

5.

COMPARATIVE STUDY

To confirm the findings from the exploratory study (as
only nine participants were interviewed), and to find parts
6

Property
Gender (F / M)
Student (Y / N)
Age 19–24
25–34
35–44
45 or over

Group 1
N = 18
%
10 / 8 56 / 44
8 / 10 44 / 56
8
44%
5
28%
5
28%
0
0%

Group 2
N = 17
%
6 / 11 35 / 65
10 / 7 59 / 41
6
36%
5
29%
5
29%
1
6%

Total
N = 35
%
16 / 19 46 / 54
18 / 17 51 / 49
14
39%
10
29%
10
29%
1
3%

Table 2: Participants’ demographics
of the prototype and study design that required further improvement, we conducted a formative within-subjects study.
After revising the prototype and study design, we employed
the revised interface to conduct a full within-subjects comparative usability study that compares OpenID and IDeB
directly. The study was designed in such a way that each
subject spent only a limited amount of time (10 minutes)
with each condition to reduce fatigue effects. We counterbalanced the order in which the interfaces were presented.

5.1

while the 17 in Group 2 (G2) used IDeB before OpenID.
Participants with similar demographics were divided among
the two groups to reduce individual differences that might
affect the development of their mental models (see Table 2
for participant demographics). None of the differences in
demographic properties between the two groups were statistically significant (Chi-square test). Participants had a
wide range of education levels (from high school to Masters
degree) and the 17 non-student participants had a variety of
occupations, such as teachers, financial planners, dentists,
business managers, and IT support technicians.

Study protocol

Each participant was asked to perform the same set of
tasks using both OpenID and IDeB. After completing a
background questionnaire, participants were instructed to
sign onto two websites (Fox News and ITrackMine), and then
log out of all websites as if the tasks had been performed on
a public computer. We then asked the participants to check
their email using the email account that was used to login
to RP websites. At the end of each condition, we provided
full step-by-step instructions for participants to remove the
access of Fox News and ITrackMine to their IdP account.
After each condition, the participant was asked to draw
how they think the information flows from one location to
another during the sign on process (their mental model).
They were also asked to rate the ease of use, security, and
level of privacy control of the interface from 1 to 5 (1=very
poor, 5=excellent).
When both conditions were completed, participants were
asked in a post-session questionnaire to compare the usability, security, and privacy of both systems, as well as to express their future preferred login system (traditional login
was included as an option). After post-session questionnaire,
a printout of a fake Google login form was presented to the
participants, and we asked them if they could find a way to
tell whether or not this was the real Google website. The
phishing identification task was added to the very end of the
session to prevent it from influencing participants’ responses
in the post-session questionnaire. At the end of the session,
the researcher conducted a contextual interview with the
participants to understand their impressions of both systems. Participants were then debriefed.

5.2

6.

RESULTS

Most participants completed the study tasks successfully
when working with the IDeB design, while making more
mistakes in OpenID. As consistently seen both in the postcondition and the post-session questionnaires, as well as the
interview, our IDeB design was preferred by most participants. The results suggest that our design is easier to use,
perceived to be more secure, and gives more privacy control
to the user.
In the following sections, we present results collected from
post-condition and post-session questionnaires. Throughout, we specify the results overall (All) and by the two presentation order groups (G1 - OpenID first, G2 - IDeB first)
in order to examine whether the order of conditions affects
the users’ mental models and their preferences.

6.1

Mental model drawings

As Jonassen and Cho [21] state, “drawings can be a complementary method of verbal reports” for capturing users’
mental models. After each condition, we provided participants with four picture cutouts (“You”,“Browser”, “Fox News”,
“Google/Yahoo/Hotmail”) and asked them to express how
they believe the information (in terms of their user name,
password, profile data) flows from one entity to the other
when they sign onto the Fox News website. We categorized
a mental model drawing as “correct” if the participant clearly
indicated that they gave their user name and password only
to their IdP (i.e., Google, Yahoo, Hotmail) but not the Fox
News website. Figure 3 illustrates a representative sample
of correct and incorrect mental model drawings from our
participants. Figure 4 shows the percentages of participants
who developed incorrect mental models in the study. The
result shows that our design improves about 30% of participants’ mental models.

Participants

We recruited 35 participants from both the university and
general community for the study. All participants were paid
$10 CAD for their participation. To ensure diversity, we
screened interested participants by email, asking their age,
gender, degree and major, occupation, and whether or not
they were students. We counterbalanced the order of presentation by dividing participants into two groups: the 18
participants in Group 1 (G1) used OpenID before IDeB,

6.2

Ratings and rankings

After each condition, participants were instructed to rate
the perceived ease of use (Figure 5a), security protection
7

(a) The perceived ease-of-use Likert-scale ratings.

(b) The perceived security protection Likert-scale ratings.

Figure 3: A representative sample of correct (top)
and incorrect (bottom) mental model drawings.

(c) The perceived privacy control Likert-scale ratings.
Figure 4: Percentages of participants who thought
they were giving their email and password to Fox
News website.

Figure 5: The average and standard deviation of
Likert-scale ratings from post-condition questionnaires. The differences for the perceived ease-of-use
and privacy control are statistically significant with
a Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test.

(Figure 5b), and level of privacy control (Figure 5c) from 1
to 5 (1=very poor, 5=excellent). The results suggest that
our design is easier to use, perceived to be more secure, and
affords more privacy control.
A Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test revealed a statistically significant difference between OpenID and IDeB in the perceived ease-of-use and privacy control for all sub-tasks (z =
−3.331 to −4.774, p < .001, with a medium to large effect size, r = 0.40 to 0.57). However, the test did not find
a significant difference in the perceived security protection
provided by OpenID and IDeB.
At the end of the session, participants were asked: “For
these two approaches that you used to sign onto different
websites in the study, which one is easier for you to use/makes
you feel more secure/makes you feel more in control of your
privacy? ” Figure 6 shows the ranking results from postsession questionnaires. The ranking results suggest that
most participants favored our design based on the ease of
use, security protection, and privacy control, which conforms
to the post-condition Likert-scale ratings in Figure 5. We
only report the overall rankings in Figure 6, as there were
no significant differences observed in participants’ choices in
terms of the order of interface presentation.

6.3

Login option preferences

During tasks using IDeB, several participants commented
upon their desire to use IDeB in the future, e.g., “This is
really sweet! Where can I download it?” “I can’t wait to get
this on my iPhone; I hate entering passwords.” And “Wow,
this is much easier!”
In the post-session questionnaire, we asked all participants, “In the future, if you encounter a website that supports
using a third-party account to log in (similar to the websites in the study), which approach would you use to login? ”
Possible options for the participants included: “OpenID”,
“IDeB”, “traditional login”, “depends on which website they
are logging into”, and “Don’t know/haven’t decided.” We
then probed the reasons behind their choice. Figure 7a
shows the participants’ preference for future login. One interesting observation is that one-third of participants preferred using SSO (IDeB 29%, OpenID 3%), another onethird chose creating a separate user name and password on
different websites (29%), and the rest based their preference decisions on the types of websites they are accessing.
8

(a) The login option preferences regardless types of websites.

(b) The login option preferences for non-valuable but trustworthy websites.
Figure 7: The login option preferences from the post-session questionnaire indicate that 60% of study participants would use IDeB on the websites they trust.
indicated preference. For example, the percentage of all
participants that preferred IDeB on websites they trust is
calculated as 36% (“Depends”) * 85% + 29% = 60%.

7.
(a) Ease of use

(b) Security

DISCUSSION

Our IDeB design showed a significant improvement in
the perceived ease of use and privacy control over OpenID.
Throughout our studies, we identified user concerns and misconceptions influencing their adoption intentions. Some of
these could be improved by the design of RP websites (i.e.,
misleading affordance, account linking confusion, privacy
concerns), but others are difficult to resolve with technology alone.

(c) Privacy

Figure 6: The perceived ease of use, security protection, and privacy control ranking results from postsession questionnaires suggest that our design is favored by most participants.

7.1
Possible factors that influence their adoption intentions are
further discussed in Section 7.
We asked participants who chose “it depends” (36%) to
provide their reasoning behind which login options they would
use, and on what kinds of websites. All of them stated that
they would not use SSO on websites that contain valuable
personal information (e.g., bank, tax, stock websites). For
the rest of websites, if the website is trustworthy (e.g., a
website that they are familiar with or that has a good reputation), they would like use a SSO solution and prefer using
IDeB (All 85%, G1 88%, G2 80%), because of its ease of use
and privacy control; otherwise, they would rather create a
separate account on the website to avoid misuse of their IdP
account.
Figure 7b shows the participants’ login preference for nonvaluable but trustworthy websites. The percentage of the
participants who chose “Depends” from Figure 7a is broken
down and added to the OpenID or IDeB based on their

Negative transfers and account linking confusion

Many (69%) of our participants entered their IdP email
and password into the traditional login form directly because
they were habituated to the email and password login fields.
They did not notice that the icons were clickable, or believed
that the website must be integrated with the IdPs in some
way so that they could use their Google or Yahoo email
and password directly on the login form to sign in. Some
thought the IdP icons were just advertisements or symbols
for content sharing.
Many RPs assign different levels of privilege for SSO accounts and normal accounts (e.g., the SSO account can post
comments, but cannot create a blog); and some require users
to create or link to their existing normal account during a
first-time SSO login process so that the existing user can also
login using Web SSO. However, the purpose and concept of
account linking were not clear to the majority of our participants; they became confused and frustrated when they were
9

prompted to create or associate an existing account on the
RP website. Most of them (94%) required help from us to
explain why they need to create a new account when signing into ITrackMine website. Even using IDeB, the concept
of creating a username for the ITrackMine website confused
two of our participants.

7.2

Password managers are inconvenient when users switch between computers or when they want to use shared or public computers. In such cases, the problem of remembering
passwords can be exacerbated by the reliance on the manager. However, many of our participants view this as an acceptable solution, because they mostly worked on the same
computers and most websites provided a password recovery
mechanism (e.g., a temporary password sent to the register
email account).

Privacy concerns and the principle of gradual engagement

Sharing personally identifiable information imposes great
privacy concerns; but for business reasons, most RPs want to
acquire as much user profile information as possible. Traditionally, websites redirect visitors to sign up for an account
before granting them access to the protected resources or
allowing them to create personal content. For password recovery, and to ensure future communication with users, most
websites also require validation via email before activating
an account. Many web services need to identify each individual user before providing the requested services; however,
this requirement discourages potential customers from trying a new web service.
When an anonymous visitor consents to use one of their
authenticated identifiers for the visiting RP, the RP should
grant the user the required permissions for the task at hand
without requesting any additional personal information from
the user–the principle of gradual engagement [43]. This instantly turns the visitor into a marketable lead, who is identifiable by the user’s OpenID identifier and email address.
Once the visitor is identifiable, the RP can gradually engage
with the user to acquire additional attributes (e.g., gender,
date of birth) when there is value for the user to provide
them. Ultimately, the RP may be able to convert the user
from performing actions, such as simple page browsing, to
performing more desired transactions, such as sales of products or software downloads.
With OpenID and our approach, an RP can minimize
users’ privacy concerns by practicing the principle of gradual engagement; however, many current RP websites fail to
do so. In our study, when the RP websites requested permissions from users to access the users’ profile information
on their IdP (e.g., email, name, profile picture, gender, networks, list of friends), 40% of participants were hesitant to
consent, and 26% of participants requested a test account
for the rest of the study.

7.3

7.4

Security concerns and misconceptions

One inherent risk of using Web SSO is that one compromised account on an IdP can result in breaches on all services
that use this compromised identity for authentication. Of
those participants who favored traditional login, almost 90%
expressed this concern.
During the debriefing session, we explained to participants
that a malicious or compromised web site may prompt a fake
IdP login form to steal their IdP credentials, similar to the
one on the print out; they all stated that they would not use
the new technology if IdP phishing is possible.
Many participants developed incorrect mental models from
the login process in the study (OpenID 71%, IDeB 43%);
they thought they were giving their user name and password to the websites directly. Some participants (OpenID
20%, IDeB 17%) were surprised that they were not prompted
for their user name and password for every RP sign-in attempt (i.e., when signing into a RP website with an IdP
account which has been used to sign in other RP in the
same browser session); they thought that the new technologies store or remember their user name and password on the
local computer.

7.5

Type and reputation of RP website

The trust a user has with the RP website influences their
adoption intention and choice. All participants that chose
“depends on which website they are logging into” (36%)
stated that they would not use SSO on websites that contain valuable personal information or involve potential risk
of monetary loss (e.g., banking, stock trading websites); they
preferred to create a separate account on those websites. For
the rest of websites, they would only use a Web SSO solution for websites that are trustworthy or with which they
are familiar with; for websites they do not trust, they prefer
to use the traditional login option.
Four participants who favored our design told us that the
IdP account they used in the study is a “garbage” account,
and this account has been used for signing up websites to
avoid their security and privacy concerns. Using a fake account for SSO is a good strategy for users to minimize their
risks; they preferred IDeB because it can help them to remember which IdP account (fake or true) is used on an RP
website.

No perceived urgent needs for Web SSO

We found that participants valued the concept of single
sign-on, but its perceived usefulness is reduced by their existing password management strategies. Without SSO, web
users tend to use weak passwords and/or employ the same
passwords across websites, as choosing strong, memorable
passwords is a challenging task [1]. Nevertheless, as Florencio et al. [13] found, strong web passwords accomplish very
little for websites that employ a lockout mechanism. When
a lockout mechanism restricts brute force attacks, a simple 6-digit password would be sufficient. As the majority of
user experiences indicate that weak passwords typically do
not lead to physical asset loss, most users are “comfortable”
with weak or reused passwords [18].
Many users opt for password managers to reduce their
memory burden [15]. Some (23%) participants in our study
used the password manager feature in the browser to turn
their browser into a limited version of identity manager.

7.6

Recommendations

Based on our findings, we suggest the following recommendations for future Web SSO development. First, we believe
that browser vendors should assist with the future development of Web SSO technology to provide a consistent, intuitive, and secure user experience. Based on the successful
experience of the password manager enabled browser [15], a
Web SSO solution would be more likely to be trusted and
adopted by web users when it is supported by the browser
10

Figure 8: Web single sign-on technology acceptance model. The extended elements are shown in the grey
rectangles. The perceived risk has negative impact on the users’ attitudes toward using a Web SSO solution.

7.7

directly. In addition, users can learn to use Web SSO solutions gradually, but detecting IdP phishing requires the
users’ careful and continuous attention, which is difficult to
achieve without support from the browser.
Second, RP plays a substantial role in the success of a
Web SSO solution. RPs should promote Web SSO with a
clear affordance on their login form. To minimize users’ privacy concerns and encourage visitors to try out their web
services, we suggest RPs should follow the principle of gradual engagement to increase conversion rates (i.e., the ratio
of visitors who become registered users). In addition, RPs
should not include an account linking task in the sign on
process; methods of making account linking clear and usable for users is a research question that requires further
investigation.
Third, users’ security misconceptions negatively impact
their adoption intention. In our study, many participants
acquired incorrect mental models through the interfaces provided by OpenID and IDeB. To improve users’ security perceptions, we suggest future research should investigate how
to better convey an adequate working mental model via
the interaction with a Web SSO interface. We found that
prompting users for their user name and password for every
RP sign-in attempt could enhance their security perceptions.
However, doing so increases the number of times users need
to enter their credentials, which might be annoying for some.
Finally, our results suggest an extension to the Technology Acceptance Model [6] (TAM) in the context of Web
SSO. The relationships between the original TAM and the
extended elements is illustrated in Figure 8. The TAM explains the relationships between a user’s beliefs (usefulness
and ease of use of an information system) and their attitudes, intentions and actual computer-technology adoption
behavior. It can be used to explain and predict user acceptance of a computer system from measures taken after
a brief period of interaction with the system. Pavlou [31]
proposed a model that integrates trust and perceived risk
with the TAM to predict consumer acceptance of electronic
commerce. They posited that both trust and perceived risk
influence users’ intentions to transact, and that consumer
trust positively impacts the perceived usefulness and ease of
use of a web interface.
Our results show that, in addition to the perceived usefulness and ease of use, the user’s perceptions in security
protection, privacy control, trust, and the value of personal
information with an RP website impact their perceived risk.
This in turn, influences their attitudes toward accepting a
Web SSO solution.

Limitations

The design of our study supported a direct usability comparison of our IDeB prototype with OpenID. However, because of the inherent limitations of this within-subjects study,
we could not evaluate the effectiveness of some important
features provided by our design (e.g., phishing protection,
multiple IdP sessions, in-browser profile editing and sharing). In addition, our empirical study results have the following limitations:
• Generalizability: Participants were primarily young
adults, with only one participant over 45 and none under 19. All of the participants reported browsing the
Web daily or more, and thus might be less prone to
errors or misunderstandings while using the interface.
• Realism: The participants were restricted to using the
computer provided to them during the study and accessing the websites (i.e., Fox News and ITrackmine)
specified by the study. In addition, only the first-time
user experience was studied; we did not examine daily
usage behaviors. Expanded (more websites) and longer
term studies are recommended to address this.
• Precision: Carry over and fatigue effects due to the
within-subjects format may have affected the study results (although responses were similar between the two
groups). A between-subjects study will be required to
validate whether those negative effects did exist in our
study.
We also found issues revealed from our IDeB interface
that require further improvement. First, most participants
did not notice the identity indicator at the bottom left corner of the screen. Second, it is not clear to the users that
the IDeB does not store their password on the local computer; and some participants were consequently concerned
that the stored password and profile information could be
compromised. Third, some participants thought that the
IdP login form originated from the RP websites; and they
thought they were giving their user name and password to
the websites directly.

8.

RELATED WORK

This section presents related work on password managers,
browser-supported login solutions, and previous OpenID usability studies.

8.1

Password and form managers

One solution to reduce the burden on memory and the
overhead of credential management are password managers,
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which help web users organize their online user names and
passwords [28]. A recent study [15] found that the most
commonly used are those built in to the browser itself (e.g.,
password auto complete), rather than those implemented as
a browser extension (e.g., Password Multiplier [17]). Password managers can reduce a user’s memory burden as they
only need to remember a single master password [28]. However, users may have difficulty migrating their existing passwords to the system [4]. Such systems typically have issues with the transportability of passwords between computers [4, 28], and users may not trust the security of these
systems [15]. In addition, for password managers that improve security through custom generated passwords (e.g.,
Passpet [47]), users may be uncomfortable not knowing the
actual site passwords [4].
Sxipper [39] is a form manager implemented as a Firefox
add-on that helps users to fill in web forms during registration or ordering processes. The main limitation of Sxipper is
that it might not detect forms correctly. In addition, Sxipper stores sensitive information such as credit card numbers
on the user’s local machine. This poses a security threat if
the user’s computer is compromised, and it raises portability issues when users switch between computers or want to
use a shared or public computer.

8.2

accounts for automatic OpenID sign-on. Similar to VeriSign’s
Seatbelt, it might not detect and submit login forms correctly; and automatic OpenID login support is limited only
to Weave accounts.

8.4

Web SSO systems

To achieve Web SSO, major content hosting and service
providers have provided a way for other websites to accept user credentials from their domain (e.g., Microsoft Live
ID [30], Yahoo BBAuth [46], AOL OpenAuth [2], and Facebook Connect [12]). However, these systems are proprietary
and centralized; identity information is maintained and controlled by a single administrative domain. Federated identity solutions such as Liberty Alliance Project [23] and Shibboleth [20] enable cross-domain single sign-on. However, to
provide a higher level of identity assurance, these solutions
require pre-established trust relationships and agreements
between organizations in the federation, which making them
hard to scale on the Web.
Information cards (known as InfoCard) [29] are personal
digital identities that are analogous to real-world identity
cards, such as passports and driver licenses. InfoCard has
important features such as phishing-resistant authentication
and IdP-to-RP unlinkability. However, in comparison to
OpenID, InfoCard is a heavy weight protocol. Furthermore,
InfoCard is suffering adoption problems as only a few websites support InfoCard as an IdP or RP [40]. In February
2011, Microsoft announced to discontinue the development
of InfoCard [26].

8.3

OpenID usability studies

To understand the conceptual and usability issues associated with enabling Yahoo OpenID on RP websites, Yahoo OpenID research conducted a usability study in July
2008 with nine female Yahoo users (aged 32–39 with a selfdeclared medium-to-high level of Internet savvy). The study
found a number of usability problems that web users faced
when using OpenID for authentication. Based on the results,
they recommended best practices and design guidelines for
implementing usable login user interfaces on both RP and
IdP websites. For RP login forms, they suggest that RPs
should clearly indicate that users have the choice to log in
using different login options; they also promote the ability
to log in using an existing account (e.g., “Sign in with a Yahoo ID” button, IdP logo list), not “OpenID” itself. Most
state-of-art design of RP login forms follow Yahoo’s recommendations, including the RP websites in our study.
Google OpenID research found that using the IdP icon
list as a guide for login imposes some limitations [33]. They
found that unless the buttons are large, they are only noticeable by a subset of the end-users; but if the buttons are
large, then existing users can be confused about how they
should login. In addition, if the buttons include IdPs who
are not Email providers, then there is no good way to identify the same person logging on through SSO and traditional
login. As a result, Google suggests using “Email as a key”
that hides IdP icons from users completely. However, this
approach is not widely adopted by RPs.
Plaxo.com, an online address book provider, conducted
a “Two-Click Sign up” experiment with Google to enable
Google’s users (1,000 participants) to sign up and import
their Google contact list into Plaxo [24]. The result was
encouraging; 92% participants completed the import task.
However, the login form is optimized to contain only one
“Sign up with my Google Account” button without any other
login options, which is not applicable to most RP websites.

9.

CONCLUSION

Similar to how credit cards reduce the friction of paying
for goods and services, Web SSO systems are intended to
reduce the friction of using the Web. However, our study
found that current implementations of Web SSO solutions
impose a cognitive burden on web users, and raise significant
security and privacy concerns. Moreover, web users do not
perceive an urgent need for SSO, and many would only use a
Web SSO solution on RP websites that are familiar or trustworthy. Through an improved design, we found that many
users (60%) would use Web SSO on the websites they trust
if the SSO option is clear to them, and they have control
over the sharing of their profile information.
We do not claim that our design is ready for real-world
adoption; instead, we expect our design and study results
could be used to inform the design of future Web SSO solutions. Primarily, our approach allowed us to separate technological impediments from the other reasons for which users
do not adopt SSO. In the future, we plan to further validate
our results and evaluate the usability of our identity enabled
browser approach.

Browser-supported login solutions

VeriSign’s Seatbelt Firefox add-on [41] is designed to make
OpenID more convenient to use by automatically filling in
a user’s OpenID URL when visiting relying parties. Seatbelt is easy to use; however, it may not detect OpenID login form fields precisely, because a simple text matching
technique (e.g., openid, oidurl, open-id, open id) is used to
identify them. In addition, it requires Seatbelt specific configurations and login state provisions from the participating
OpenID IdPs.
Weave Identity [27] from Mozilla Labs is a Firefox addon that leverages a Firefox built-in password manager for
single-click and automatic login, and integrates Weave server
12
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APPENDIX
A.

EXPLORATORY STUDY DOCUMENTS

A.1

Background Questionnaire

Participant Number:

Group Number:

1. What is your age? (please check one)






19–24
25–34
35-44
45 or over
Prefer not to say

2. What is your gender? (please check one)
 Male
 Female
 Prefer not to say
3. What is your highest level of education? (please check one)







Some high school
High school diploma
College degree
Graduate Degree
Professional degree (including trade school)
Other:

4. What is your major or occupation?

5. How often do you browse the Web? (please check one)





Daily or more
Weekly
A couple of times a month or less
Other:

6. How many web accounts do you have that require a password? (please check one)





3 or under
4–10
11–20
21 or over

7. Do you use a password manager (including the one build-in in the browser) to help you manage your passwords? (please
check one)
 Yes (I use
 No
 Don’t know

to manage my passwords)

8. Is English your first language? (please check one)
 Yes
 No, but I consider myself very fluent
 No (My first language is

)

9. How many computers, PDAs, smart phones or other devices do you use to browse the Web? (please check one)
1

2

3

4

 >= 5

 I don’t browse the Web

 I don’t know

10. A browser is: (please check one)
 a bunch of places I am using such as Google, Yahoo, Bingo, Facebook and other places I visit when I am in the Internet.
 an application which communicates over HTTP/HTTPS/FTP/FTPS protocols in order to bidirectionally transfer data
and render hyper text pages for users.
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 an icon on my computer or smart phone which connects me to the Internet which I am clicking when I need to check my
Facebook profile or check my email.
 a new coming gadget
 Other:
11. Please give us the name of your browser
 I don’t know it
 The name of my browser is
12. What is java script?






Program script which is embedded into web-pages that runs in my browser when open those pages.
Configuration tools for system administrator used to set up Internet.
I have no idea what it is
A script that explain how to make real java coffee.
Other:

13. Do you have any other comments, or want to clarify/expand upon any of your other answers?

A.2

Task Instructions

Task 1.1: Log in to Fox News website
”Fox News (http://www.foxnews.com) is a premier news website. It has recently adopted a new technology that allows
users to log in using their existing account from other service providers such as Google, Yahoo, and Hotmail. Please use your
existing account from Google, Yahoo, or Hotmail to sign into the Fox News website.”
Task 1.2: Test Fox News Registration
”Now that you have registered, test your registration by logging out of Fox News, and then logging back into the account
you just registered for.”
Task 2.1: Sign up and log into ITrackMine website
”ITrackMine (http://www.itrackmine.com) is an online collection manager website that allow users to organize and track
their personal collection such as movies, books, and music. Please use your existing account from Google, Yahoo, or Hotmail
to sign up and login ITrackMine website.”
Task 2.2: Sign out of all websites
”Assume that you are using a public computer to perform the above tasks. Log out of all websites as if you were going to
walk away from the computer afterwards.”
Task 3: Sign up and log into Skitch website
”Skitch.com (http://skitch.com/) is a website that gives web user one-click uploading of images for fast and fun image
sharing. Please use your existing account from Google, Yahoo, or AOL to sign up and login Skitch website.”
Task 4: Verify the authenticity of a website
”Please browse to http://idtheft.fun.de/ and select Google as the account that you will use for login. Before entering your
user name and password, please try to find any way to tell that this is NOT the real Google website.”
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A.3

Post-Task Questionnaire

Participant Number:
1. Have you heard of “Single sign -on”? (please check one)
 Yes
 No
 Don’t know
2. Do you have a prior experience using a single copy of a user name and password to access different applications (please
check one)?
 Yes (please check all that apply)
 Within an organization (e.g., single sign-on to multiple applications such as IBM identity manager, UBC campuswide login)
)
(Which one(s):
 Cross organizations (e.g., single sign-on to multiple organizations such as Liberty Alliance, Shibboleth, etc.))
)
(Which one(s):
 On the Web (e.g., using OpenID, Facebook Connect, Microsoft Live ID, etc. to sign onto multiple websites)
(Which one(s):
)
 Other(s):
 No
 Don’t know
3. Please rate each task in the study based on how difficult it was to complete the task. Rate them from 1–5 where 1 is
very easy and 5 is very difficult.
Task
Task
Task
Task
Task
Task
Task

1.1 Log in to Fox News website
1.2 Test Fox News Registration
2.1: Sign into ITrackMine website
2.2: Sign out of all websites
3: Sign up and log into Skitch website
4: Verify the authenticity of a website

Very easy
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

Very difficult
5
5
5
5
5
5

4. After completing these tasks, do you think the websites in the study (i.e., Fox News, ITrackMine, Skitch) know your
password from Google, Yahoo, AOL or Facebook? (please check one)
 Yes, because
 No, because
 Don’t know, because
5. After completing these tasks, do you think the websites in the study (i.e., Fox News, ITrackMine, Skitch) can access your
profile information (other than user name and password) on Google, Yahoo, AOL or Facebook? (please check one)
 Yes, because
 No, because
 Don’t know, because
6. In Task 2, ITrackmine website asks you to create a user name password on their website. Do you know why the website
does that (please check one)?
 Yes, because
 No, because
 Don’t know, because
7. In the future, if you encounter a website that supports using third-party account for log in (similar to the websites in the
study), will you use your existing account from Google, Yahoo, AOL or Facebook to login? (please check one)?
 Yes, because
 No, I prefer creating a new user name and password on the website,
because
 Depends on which website I am logging into,
because
 Don’t know, because
8. Do you have any other comments, or want to clarify/expand upon any of your other answers?
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B.

COMPARATIVE STUDY DOCUMENTS

B.1

Task Instructions

Task 1: Log in to Fox News website
”Fox News (http://www.foxnews.com) is a premier news website. It has recently adopted a new technology that allows
users to log in using their existing account from other service providers such as Google, Yahoo, and Hotmail. Please use your
existing account from Google, Yahoo, or Hotmail to sign into the Fox News website.”
Task 2: Test Fox News Registration
”Now that you have registered, test your registration by logging out of Fox News, and then logging back into the account
you just registered for.”
Task 3: Sign up and log into ITrackMine website
”ITrackMine (http://www.itrackmine.com) is an online collection manager website that allow users to organize and track
their personal collection such as movies, books, and music. Please use your existing account from Google, Yahoo, or Hotmail
to sign up and login ITrackMine website.”
Task 4: Sign out of all websites
”Assume that you are using a public computer to perform the above tasks. Log out of all websites as if you were going to
walk away from the computer afterwards.”
Task 5: Check your email
”Please check your email box using the email account that you used to login Fox News and ITrackMine website.”
Task 6: Remove the access to your email account
”Please go to Google/Yahoo/Hotmail account to remove the access of Fox News and ITrackMine to your email account. We
will provide full step-by-step introductions for this task, please do not hesitate to ask me if you have any question.”

B.2

Post-Condition Questionnaire

Participant Number:

Group:

Condition:

1. Using the provided picture cutouts, please draw how you think information (in terms of your user name, password, profile
data) flows from one to the other when you sign on to the Fox News website.
2. After completing these tasks, do you think the websites in the study (i.e., Fox News, ITrackMine) know your password
from Google, Yahoo, or Hotmail? (please check one)
 Yes, because
 No, because
 Don’t know, because
3. If the websites in the study (i.e., Fox News, ITrackMine) are malicious, do you think they can manage to access your user
name and password on Google, Yahoo, or Hotmail? (please check one)
 Yes, because
 No, because
 Don’t know, because
4. Please rate each task in the study based on how difficult it was to complete the task. Rate them from 1–5 where 1 is
very easy and 5 is very difficult.
Task
Log in to Fox News website

Very easy
1
2

3

1

3

Very difficult
4
5

Which part(s) make you feel difficult to use:

Sign up and log into ITrackMine website

2
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4

5

Which part(s) make you feel difficult to use:

Revoke access

1

2

3

4

5

Which part(s) make you feel difficult to use:

5. Please rate how secure did you feel when completing the tasks. Rate them from 1–5 where 1 is very insecure and 5 is
very secure.
Task
Log in to Fox News website

Very insecure
1
2

3

Very secure
4
5

1

3

4

Which part(s) make you feel insecure to use:

Sign up and log into ITrackMine website

2

5

Which part(s) make you feel insecure to use:

6. Please rate how much privacy control did you have when completing the tasks. Rate them from 1–5 where 1 is very little
and 5 is full control.
Task
Log in to Fox News website

Little control
1
2

3

1

3

Full control
4
5

Which part(s) make you feel lacking of privacy control:

Sign up and log into ITrackMine website

2

4

5

Which part(s) make you feel lacking of privacy control:

B.3

Post-Session Questionnaire

Participant Number:

Group:

1. Have you heard of “Single sign -on”? (please check one)
 Yes
 No
 Don’t know
2. Do you have a prior experience using a single copy of a user name and password to access different applications (please
check one)?
 Yes (please check all that apply)
 Within an organization (e.g., single sign-on to multiple applications such as IBM identity manager, UBC campuswide login)
)
(Which one(s):
 Cross organizations (e.g., single sign-on to multiple organizations such as Liberty Alliance, Shibboleth, etc.))
)
(Which one(s):
 On the Web (e.g., using OpenID, Facebook Connect, Microsoft Live ID, etc. to sign onto multiple websites)
(Which one(s):
)
 Other(s):
 No
 Don’t know
3. For these two approaches that you used to sign onto different websites in the study, which one is easier for you to use?
 The first one is easier to use, because:
 The second one is easier to use, because:
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 I don’t know/haven’t decided, because:
4. For these two approaches that you used to sign on to different websites in the study, which one makes you feel more secure?
 The first one makes me feel more secure, because:
 The second one makes me feel more secure, because:
 I don’t know/haven’t decided, because:
5. For these two approaches that you used to sign on to different websites in the study, which one makes you feel more in
control of your privacy?
 The first one makes me feel more in control of my privacy,
because:
 The second one makes me feel more in control of my privacy,
because:
 I don’t know/haven’t decided, because:
6. In the future, if you encounter a website that supports using third-party account to log in (similar to the websites in the
study), which approach would you use to login? (please check one)
 I would use the first one,
because:
 I would use the second one,
because:
 I prefer creating a new user name and password on the website,
because:
 Depends on which website I am logging into,
because:
 I don’t know/haven’t decided, because:
7. Please try to find any way to tell that this is NOT the real Google website.

8. Do you have any other comments, or want to clarify/expand upon any of your other answers?
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